
Easter Cross
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By Connie Edwards

Materials Required:
7 HPI Plastic canvas.

Sharp scissors or craft knife.

3mm wide Blue ribbon: 1.4 metres.

Ribbon needle.

Blue Parch Marque paper 11cm x 16cm.

Paper Shapes: PPS10 Flower Ivory and
PPS21 Assortment Lavender.

Peel off: PE151 Happy Easter Gold.

Ribbon Bow in Pale Yellow.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and sticky tape.

Card mount: DE01U Lavender.

To Make The Card:
Cut a rectangle measuring 21 holes

by 15 holes from the plastic canvas. Snip
into the mesh with scissors or use a craft
knife to make the shape of the cross, see
the diagram below.

Thread the
needle with the
ribbon, work
with the com-
plete length.
Always keep
the ribbon flat
and untwisted
on the cross. 

1. Working the
horizontal
arms of the
cross first, pull
the ribbon
through a few
holes to hold
the end firmly and come up
through hole 1 on the left

hand side ready for the first
stitch.
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2. Keeping the ribbon flat take 
it across the front of the cross to
the opposite side and into hole
2, then take the ribbon across
the back of the cross, come up at
hole 3, down at hole 4, up at 5
and down at 6.

3. Continue in this way until the
arms are fully covered finishing
at hole 10. Take the ribbon
behind the work as shown by
the dotted line and weave into
the upright of the cross as
shown coming out at hole 11.

4. Bring the ribbon diagonally
down across the front of the
cross and go in at hole 12.

5. Work the stitches in exactly
the same way as before follow-
ing the numbers on the diagram.
When you reach hole 15 thread
the ribbon into the hole from
the back, then re-thread the 
ribbon back into the same hole
leaving a loop.

6. Continue as before finishing
at hole 20. 

To Finish The Card
Stick the blue paper behind

the aperture. Sticky tape the
cross to the top centre of the
aperture. Glue the card closed
using a line of glue around the
edges of the flap. Glue the
paper shapes onto the card.
Add the peel off greeting and
the ribbon bow to finish.

7. Take the ribbon behind the
work, bring it up over the right
hand side of the horizontal bar
close to the centre and wrap it
around in an ‘X’. This will pull
the strands of ribbon in to fit the
shape of the cross.Thread the
end of the ribbon into the back
of the work to fasten and cut 
off the excess.

Right: This cross is made in 
the same way but is worked 
on a smaller canvas mesh and 
is mounted into a completely
plain card.
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Hello,

We hope you enjoy this free project. You may hand make copies of this project, 
to give away or sell, as many times as you like. You may not use the pattern,
project, text or pictures for any other purpose nor make the project using
any automated process.

The project was taken from a back issue of the Craft Creations Magazine.

All the articles on our web site are at least one year old. If you want the latest
projects, designer profiles, gallery pages and more, then you need to subscribe
to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine.

Subscription Benefits Include:

* A free gift with every issue.

* Two discount vouchers off Craft Creations products with every issue.

* A £2.50 off post and packing voucher with every issue.

* New product information.

* Prize competitions in every issue.

You can subscribe to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine or purchase any 
of the back issues from our online shop.
http://www.craftcreations.com/Shop/shop.html

The details above are correct as of 1st January 2000, but are subject to change without prior notice.
Craft Creations Limited, Ingersoll House, Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, EN8 9HD, England.

Tel: 01992 781900  Fax: 01992 634339


